ABSTRACT. W. V. Petryshyn [1] studied the fixed-point theorem of 1-setcontraction mappings. This paper gives the definition of the fixed-point index of 1-set-contraction mappings and the concept of semiclosed 1-set-contraction mappings; then we obtain some fixed-point theorems about it.
THE FIXED-POINT INDEX AND THE FIXED-POINT THEOREMS OF 1-SET-CONTRACTION MAPPINGS
ABSTRACT. W. V. Petryshyn [1] studied the fixed-point theorem of 1-setcontraction mappings. This paper gives the definition of the fixed-point index of 1-set-contraction mappings and the concept of semiclosed 1-set-contraction mappings; then we obtain some fixed-point theorems about it.
In this paper we define the fixed-point index of 1-set-contraction mappings and give the concept of semiclosed 1-set-contraction mappings. Hence the fixedpoint index of strict-set-contraction mappings (Nussbaum [2] ) is extended to 1-setcontraction mappings. We obtain furthermore some fixed-point theorems of semiclosed 1-set-contraction mappings. Let E be a real Banach space, X a nonempty closed convex subset of E, D a relative bounded open set with respect to X, and D and 3D the closure and boundary of D in X respectively.
Suppose that T: D -y X is 1-set-contraction mapping and 6 £ (I -T)dD, so there exists <5 > 0 such that (1) inf ||x -Tx\\ > 6.
x€dD" " _
We set Tfc = kT, where k G (1-6/M, 1), M = supl£^ ||Tx|| + <5. Obviously Tk is a strict-set-contraction mapping. By Amann [3] , Tk has fixed-point index i(Tk,D).
DEFINITION 1. The fixed-point index i(T, D) of T on D is defined by i(T, D) = i(Tk,D).
We can prove that i(T,D) is defined uniquely and independent of Tk. In fact, suppose that Wi : D -y X is a /¿"¿-set-contraction mapping (0 < K% < 1) with (2) \[Wtx -Tx\[ <6 xedD, i = l, 2.
We make a homotopic mapping on D as follows
Ht'. D -y X is a A-set-contraction mapping, where X = max{fci,rc2}. For every
>S-tS-{l-t)6 = 0. 
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T is called a semiclosed 1-set-contraction mapping, if T is 1-setcontraction and I -T is closed.
Let us state a definition of semicompact mapping [6] .
T: E -y E is said to be semicompact if for each bounded sequence {xn} in E such that xn -T(xn) -y y for some y in E, there exists a convergent subsequence.
Obviously, semicompact 1-set-contraction mapping ^ semiclosed 1-setcontraction mapping.
THEOREM 2 (SOLVABILITY)
. Let E be a real Banach space, X be a closed COROLLARY. Let P be a cone in real Banach space X, and T: Pr -+ P a semiclosed 1 -set-contraction mapping, then there exist r\, r2: 0 < r2 < ri < r such that (i) For all x G dPri and X > 1, Tx ^ Ax.
(ii) There exists xo G P (xo ^ 9) such that for all x G dPT2 and X > 0, x -Tx / Axo, where Pr = {x G P|||x|| < r}, dPr = {x G P|||x|| = r}.
Then T has a fixed point x* G Pri,r2, i-e-, r2 < [\%*\\ < ii-THEOREM 6. Let T: Pr -y P be a semiclosed 1-set-contraction mapping and ri > r2 > 0 (ri < r) such that the following holds:
Then there exists a fixed point x* G Pri,r2, >'•*•> r2 < ||^*|| < »"i, PROOF. By the corollary of Theorem 5 we obtain this theorem.
LEMMA. Let P be a cone of real Banach space E and the norm be monotonically increasing with respect to P. Suppose that A: Pr,R -yPisa K-set-contraction mapping (0 < K < 1) which satisfies the following conditions: PROOF. We prove only that this theorem holds under (Hi). Mapping A is a strict-set-contraction.
Set s = ¿(r + R). We set operator An as follows:
An is a continuous and bounded operator. Then Bn is a (2i?/nfc)Ä'-set-contraction mapping. As n -► oo, (2R/nk)K -> 0, i.e., when n is large enough, Bn is a strict-set-contraction mapping on Pt,rIn addition, we set operators:
Obviously, Ah. and An are fc-set-contraction mappings, where k < (1 + (2i? + s/nk))K. When n is large enough, 0 < k < 1. Hence An ' and An are strict-setcontraction mappings for n large enough. Set Pi = {x G P[s < ||x|| < R}, P2 = {xe P\r < ||x|| < s}, Pr,R = Pi U P2.
Hence, Ü = (0 n Px) U (Í7 n P2),
Then An is a strict-set-contraction mapping and when n is large enough, An satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.
In fact, if there is xo G dPr such that Anxo > xo, then the norm ||x|| is monotonically increasing and by condition (Hi), r = llxoll < ||Anx0|| = (1 -l/n)||Ax0|| < (1 -l/n)||x0|| = (1 -l/n)r < r. This is a contradiction.
Then x G dPr, Anx ^ x. If there is xi G <5Pr such that A"xi < x\, we obtain the following: R = |M > ||A"xi|| = (1 + l/n)||An|| > (1 + l/n)||xi|| = (1 + l/n)R > R. This is also a contradiction.
Then x G <3Pr, Anx ^ x. Hence An satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6. The author is grateful to the referee for a number of useful suggestions.
